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Normalization Benefits Microarray-Based Classification
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When using cDNA microarrays, normalization to correct labeling bias is a common preliminary step before further data analysis
is applied, its objective being to reduce the variation between arrays. To date, assessment of the effectiveness of normalization has
mainly been confined to the ability to detect differentially expressed genes. Since a major use of microarrays is the expression-based
phenotype classification, it is important to evaluate microarray normalization procedures relative to classification. Using a model-
based approach, we model the systemic-error process to generate synthetic gene-expression values with known ground truth.
These synthetic expression values are subjected to typical normalization methods and passed through a set of classification rules,
the objective being to carry out a systematic study of the effect of normalization on classification. Three normalization methods
are considered: offset, linear regression, and Lowess regression. Seven classification rules are considered: 3-nearest neighbor, linear
support vector machine, linear discriminant analysis, regular histogram, Gaussian kernel, perceptron, and multiple perceptron
with majority voting. The results of the first three are presented in the paper, with the full results being given on a complementary
website. The conclusion from the different experiment models considered in the study is that normalization can have a significant
benefit for classification under difficult experimental conditions, with linear and Lowess regression slightly outperforming the
offset method.

Copyright © 2006 Jianping Hua et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1. INTRODUCTION

Microarray technologies are widely used for assessing expres-
sion profiles, DNA copy number alteration, and other pro-
filing tasks with thousands of genes simultaneously probed
in a single experiment. Beside variation due to random ef-
fects, such as biochemical and scanner noise, simultaneous
measurement of mRNA expression levels via cDNAmicroar-
rays involves variation owing to system sources, including la-
belling bias, imperfections due to spot extraction, and cross
hybridization. Given the development of good extraction al-
gorithms and the use of control probes at the array print-
ing stage to aid in accounting for cross hybridization, we are
primarily left with labelling bias via the fluors used to tag
the two channels as the systemic error with which we are
concerned. Although different experimental designs target
different profiling objectives, be it global cancer tissue pro-
filing or a single induction experiment with one gene per-
turbed, normalization to correct labelling bias is a common

preliminary step before further statistical or computational
analysis is applied, its objective being to reduce the variation
between arrays [1, 2]. Normalization is usually implemented
for an individual array and is then called intra-array normal-
ization, which is what we consider here. Assessment of the
effectiveness of normalization has mainly been confined to
the ability to detect differentially expressed genes.

A major use of microarrays is phenotype classification
via expression-based classifiers. Since some systematic errors
may have minimal impact on classification accuracy, where
only changes between two groups, rather than absolute val-
ues, are important, one might conjecture that normalization
procedures do not benefit classification accuracy. This would
not be paradoxical because it is well known in image process-
ing that filtering an image prior to classification can result
in increased classification error, especially in the case of tex-
tures, where fine details beneficial to classification can be lost
in the filtering process. Thus, it is necessary to evaluate mi-
croarray normalization procedures relative to classification.
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Figure 1: Simulation flow chart.

Using a model-based approach, we model the systemic-
error process to generate synthetic gene-expression values.
A model-based approach is employed because it gives us
ground truth for the differentially expressed genes, the
systemic-error process, and the evaluation of classifier error.
Once generated, the synthetic expression values are subjected
to typical normalization methods and passed through a set
of classification rules, the objective being to carry out a sys-
tematic study of the effect of normalization on classification.
Classification errors are computed at different stages of the
processing so as to quantify the influence of each processing
stage on the downstream analysis. As illustrated in Figure 1
by the pointers, for each classification rule, we measure ac-
curacy at various stages of the system: (a) on the raw inten-
sities; (b) on the conditioned intensities; (c) on the condi-
tioned intensities following an imaging simulation; and (d)
on three normalizations of the data, which can be consid-
ered as providing the practical measure of the normalization
schemes. By conditioned intensities we mean the raw inten-
sities subject to dye-scanner effects. Fluorescent dyes for mi-
croarray experiments can show nonlinear response charac-
teristics, and different dyes give different responses, due to
mismatches of fluorescent excitation strength and scanner
dynamic range. These dye-scanner effects need to be simu-
lated and, as we will see, they affect the impact of normaliza-
tion.

2. MODEL GENERATION

Following themodel proposed in [3], the gene-expression in-
tensity, vi j , for the ith gene in the jth sample is given by

vi j =
(
ri jρ
)midil jui j + ni j , (1)

where ui j is the reference intensity for each cell system, l j is
the labelling and hybridization efficiency, di is the printing
deposition gain, ρ is a constant representing fold change (for
any misregulated gene), ri j is the variation of the fold change,
ni j is additive noise due to fluorescent background, and mi

takes the value 1 (up-regulated), 0 (normal), or −1 (down-
regulated) for the gene i. The expression intensity given in (1)
will be further subject to a scan-conditioning effect for both
fluorescent dyes and other imaging simulations, as illustrated
in Figure 1.

Prior to describing the parameters in the following sub-
sections, we would like to comment on our approach to
model development. The parameters for the simulation have
been drawn from our experience at the National Institutes
of Health with thousands of good and bad cDNA chips. The
parameters chosen represent behaviors in the chips found to
be worth analyzing. We have modeled variance sources, and
their dependent and independent interactions, in a realistic
way. In this paper, we also testunder different overall levels of
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severity, again empirically derived from data from our own
lab and many other labs that produce printed chips and have
shared data with us. The behavior on poor chips would cer-
tainly lie outside the boundaries chosen; however, we believe
that with such poor quality chips, one would not be able
to reliably analyze the data, so we would not accept them.
The noise levels and interactions seen in these simulations
are worse than those that one gets with the best currently
available technologies, but are representative of what one
would typically face with reasonable to good quality home-
made chips. The simulation presents the types and levels of
problems one faces in real data from cDNAmicroarrays. The
choice of most model parameters is discussed in the follow-
ing sections, while the appendix discusses several parameters
which are too complicated to be addressed in the main text.
The data set (50 prostate cancer samples) used to estimate
the parameters is provided on the complementary website.

2.1. Probe intensity simulation

In the basic model of [3], there are N genes, g1, g2, . . . , gN ,
in the model array. In the reference state, which we assume
to be the normal state, the expression-intensity mean of the
genes is distributed according to an exponential distribu-
tion with mean β, the amount of the shift representing the
minimal detectable expression level above background noise.
Hence, there are N mean expression levels I1, I2, . . . , IN with
Ii ∼ Exp[β]. Inmany practical microarray experiments, there
exist some higher-intensity probes and some extremely low-
intensity probes due to various probe design artifacts. To
simulate this effect, we mix some random intensities derived
from a uniform distribution. This is done by choosing a
probability q0 and defining

Ii ∼
⎧
⎨

⎩
Exp[β], with probability q0,

U
[
0,Amax

]
, with probability 1− q0.

(2)

For our simulations, β has been estimated from a set of mi-
croarray experiments, and the parameters are set at β = 3000,
Amax = 65535, and q0 = 0.9. The intensity ui j of the gene gi
in the jth sample, for the reference state, is drawn from a
normal distribution with mean Ii and standard deviation αIi,
where α is a model parameter controlling signal variability,

ui j ∼ Normal
(
Ii,αIi

)
, (3)

Ii represents the true gene-expression level drawn according
to (2) and α is the coefficient of variation of the cell system,
varying from 5% to 15% (self-self experiment). The sam-
ple index j is not on the right-hand side of (3) because the
normal expression state does not change. The simulation is
randomly seeded at the start of each technical repeat and re-
mains fixed throughout that repeat.

2.2. Intensity simulation for reference and test states

For an abnormal state (e.g., cancer state), a nominal (mean)
fold change ρ is assumed for the model. The actual fold
change for the gene i on the jth array is ri jρ, where ri j is

drawn from a beta distribution over the interval [1/p, p] with
mean 1, so that

ri j ∼ beta[1/p,p](2, 2p), (4)

where 1 ≤ p ≤ ρ. When the model parameter p = 1, there is
no variation in the fold change, so that it is fixed at ρ; when
p = ρ, the fold change lies between 1 and ρ2. As suggested in
[4], we set ρ = 1.5, as this is a level of fold change that can
be reliably detected, while making the task of classification
neither too easy nor too difficult under practical choices for
the other model parameters. Misregulated genes, defined by
+1 (up-regulated) and −1 (down-regulated) in mi, are ran-
domly selected at the beginning of each technical repeat, and
fixed for all samples in the repeat.

2.3. Array printing and hybridization simulation

cDNA deposition results in a gain (or loss) in measured ex-
pression intensity. The signal gain is related to each immo-
bilized detector and therefore each observation, independent
of the sample. It is distributed according to a beta distribu-
tion,

di ∼ beta[1/c,c](2, 2c). (5)

There is also a gain/loss, l j , of expression level owing to the
RNA labelling and hybridization protocol. Related to each
RNA, l j is a constant scale factor for all genes for a given
channel of an array, and is distributed according to

l j ∼ beta[1/h,h](2, 2h). (6)

Then the final gene-expression intensity is generated by
adding the background noise ni j . The value of ni j is drawn
from a normal distribution with mean Ibg and standard de-
viation αbgIbg , which are fixed through out each technical re-
peat.

2.4. Channel conditioning

Having completed the expression intensity generation, for
a sample j with N genes, for the normal and the abnormal
classes we have two channel intensities: Rj = {v1 j , . . . , vN j}
and Gj = {v′1 j , . . . , v′N j}, respectively. Given the intensities,
dye-scanner effects need to be simulated. We model this ef-
fect by a nonlinear detection-system-response characteristic
function,

f (x) = a0 + xa3
(
1− e−x/a1

)a2 ; (7)

R and G are transformed by this function, according to fR(x)
and fG(x), to obtain the realistic fluorescent intensities. The
resulting observed fluorescent intensities, R′j = fR(Rj) and
G′j = fG(Gj), are the simulated mean intensities of the jth
sample for all N genes.

Common effects are modeled by appropriate choice
of the parameters in (7). Turning tails are modeled by
(a0, a1, a2, a3) = (0, a1,−1, 1) for one channel, where the in-
tensity will maintain a constant of a1 at the lower-tail end,
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Figure 2: Scatter plots showing the effects of normalization.

as shown in Figure 2. Rotation of the normalization line is
achieved by using an a3 value other than 1.0. Setting the con-
ditioning function parameters to (0, 1,−1, 1) reduces trans-
form function to f (x) ≈ x, for x � 1, or no transforming
effect at all.

Channel-conditioning functions are applied to each de-
tection channel in two ways.

Method 1. Generate uniformly random parameters between
the ideal setting (0, 1,−1, 1) and a specific alternative setting.

Method 2. There is 0.5 probability that a given parameter set-
ting will be used and a 0.5 probability that Method 1 will be
used.

2.5. Microarray spot imaging simulation
and data extraction

Upon obtaining each gene’s intensity, a 1D Gaussian spot
shape of size 100 with mean of given intensity is generated,
and background noise is also added. To further differenti-
ate the two-color system, we introduce a multiplicative dot
gain parameter for each Gaussian shape, to enforce possi-
ble fluorescent dye bias. All pixels with intensity higher than
Amax = 65 535 are set to Amax to simulate the effect of sat-
uration. Measured expression intensity is calculated by aver-
aging all pixel values, since we only simulate the target area.

We subtract the mean background from the measured ex-
pression intensity and then report it. The measurement qual-
ity is calculated using the signal-to-noise ratio according to
the definition given in [4].

2.6. Simulation conditions

Each experiment has 2000 genes per array and 175 sam-
ples per data set, with 87 normal samples and 88 abnormal
samples. Of the 2000 genes, 200 (10%) are differentially ex-
pressed. These 200 genes are randomly selected at the begin-
ning of each run and then fixed for all 175 samples (actu-
ally only 88 of them use differentially expressed genes). They
are the true markers for classification. We then select another
100 (5%) genes randomly for each sample as differentially
expressed genes, whereby it is the task of classifier training
to (hopefully) eliminate these genes. In sum, for each sam-
ple, we have 15% differentially expressed genes, with 10% at
fixed locations for all 175 samples, and 5% at random posi-
tions for each sample. Array spot size is preset to 100 pixels
(1D only).

For each simulation condition, 25 technical repeats are
generated, with different random parameters reinitialized.
All other parameters are listed in Table 1. Simulation param-
eters for each experiment have been selected according to
laboratory experience.
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Table 1: Simulation parameters for each experimental condition.

Parameters Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3

Expression intensity mean, β 3000 3000 5000

Expression intensity coefficient of variation, α 0.10 0.15 0.15

Deposition gain, c 1.1 2 2

Labelling efficiency, h 1.1 4 4

Fold change, ρ 1.5 1.5 1.5

Fold change variation, p 1.5 1.5 1.5

Background noise mean, Ibg 100 400 400

Background noise coefficient of variation, αbg 0.10 0.15 0.15

Experiment 1. It simulates a well-controlled lab protocol
(small labelling efficiency variation, small expression vari-
ation, and background noise), along with high-quality ar-
rays (very small deposition gain variation), and equal print
dot gain. Channel conditioning parameters are selected con-
sistently and relatively low: red channel, (a0, a1, a2, a3) =
(0, 1,−1, 1); green channel, (a0, a1, a2, a3) = (0, 500,−1, 1).
Channel-conditioning functions are applied to each chan-
nel according to Method 1; however, by setting the channel
conditioning parameters identical to the ideal setting, there
is no randomization in the channel-conditioning function of
the red channel, and hence only the green channel changes
randomly.

Experiment 2. It simulates a much less-controlled lab proto-
col (large labelling efficiency variation between the two chan-
nels, large expression variation, and large background noise),
lower quality arrays (higher deposition gain variation), and
equal print dot gain. Channel conditioning parameters are
larger for both channels, so there is greater possibility of hav-
ing nonlinear characteristics for each hybridization result:
red channel, (a0, a1, a2, a3) = (0, 500,−1, 1); green channel,
(a0, a1, a2, a3) = (0, 500,−1, 1). Channel-conditioning func-
tions are applied to each channel according to Method 1,
so both channels are allowed to be randomly selected. This
setup creates conditionings that contain no turning tails
(similar conditioning setting) and tails turning in either di-
rection (one near the ideal setting and the other near the
given setting).

Experiment 3. It is a similar simulation to Experiment 2, but
with higher expression intensity (mean of 5000, instead of
3000) and uneven print dot gain (2× for green channel),
so that greater saturation effect is observed. Different lin-
ear rotation parameters are used in the channel conditioning
function, resulting in a more linear, rather than nonlinear,
rotated effect (less dependency for Lowess normalization).
For the red channel, (a0, a1, a2, a3) = (0, 100,−1, 9); for the
green channel (a0, a1, a2, a3) = (0, 100,−1, 1.1). Channel-
conditioning functions are applied to each channel according
to Method 2, which requires 50% chance of one specific pa-
rameter setting (tail-turning and rotating scatter plot) to be
used such that some extreme conditions will be reached with
small sampling rate, while preserving some randomness of
the direction and the degree of tail-turning and rotation.

There are several rationales behind the three simulated
cases: dye-flipping commonly observed as tail-turning in dif-
ferent directions, various regression curve rotations due to
uneven dynamic range of fluorescent signal on account of
labelling efficiency or RNA loading, and, of course, various
background effects and noise level.

3. NORMALIZATION PROCEDURES

In this study, we have implemented three normalization pro-
cedures: the offset method, linear regression, and the Lowess
method. It is typically assumed that normalization methods
are applied under the condition that most genes are not dif-
ferentially expressed [5]. This assumption is fulfilled by our
simulation setup. The effects of three normalization proce-
dures on all three experiments are illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1. Offset normalization

The simplest and most commonly used normalization is
the offset method [6]. To describe it, let the red and green
channel intensities of the kth gene be rk and gk, respec-
tively. In many cases these are background-subtracted inten-
sities. In an ideal case where two identical biological sam-
ples are labeled and cohybridized to the array, we expect the
log-transformed ratios, and therefore the sum of the log-
transformed ratios, to be 0; however, due to various reasons
(dye efficiency, scanner PMT control, etc.), this assumption
may not be true. If we assume that the two channels are
equivalent, except for a signal amplification factor, then the
ratio of the kth gene, tk, can be calculated by

log tk = log
(
rk
gk

)
− 1

Nq

Nq∑

i=1
log
(
ri
gi

)
, (8)

where the second term in is a constant offset that simply
shifts the rk versus gk scatter plot to a 45◦ diagonal line inter-
secting the origin and Nq is the number of probes that have
measurement quality score of 1.0.

3.2. Linear regression

In some cases the R-G scatter plot may not be perfectly at
a 45◦ diagonal line (or flat line for an A-M plot) due to the
difference when the scanner’s two channels may operate at
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different linear characteristic regions. In this case, full linear
regression, instead of requiring the line to intersect at the ori-
gin, may be necessary. In this study, the coefficients of a first-
degree polynomial equation are obtained in via least-squares
minimization, namely, minimizing

E
[(
gk − yk

)2] = E
[(
gk −

(
ark + b

))2]
, (9)

where a and b are the two coefficients of the first-degree poly-
nomial. For expectation calculation, we only use intensity
data that have measurement quality score of 1.0.

3.3. Lowess regression

Some microarray expression levels may have large dynamic
range that will cause scanner systematic deviations such as
nonlinear response at lower intensity range and saturation
at higher intensity. Although data falling into these ranges
are commonly discarded for further analysis, the transition
range, without proper handling, may still cause some signif-
icant error in differential expression gene detection. To ac-
count for this deviation, locally weighted linear regression
(Lowess) is regularly employed as a normalizationmethod for
such intensity-dependent effects [5, 6]:

ŷ = Lowess (X ,Y), (10)

where the components of X and Y are

xk= log2 rk + log2 gk
2

, yk=
(
log2 rk − log2 gk

)
(11)

and ŷ is the regression center at each sample. The normalized
ratio is

t′k = yk − ŷk (12)

and the normalized channel intensities are

r′k = 2xk+(t
′
k/2), g′k = 2xk−(t

′
k/2). (13)

In this study, we utilize Matlab’s native implementation of
Lowess.

4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Seven classifiers are considered in this study: 3-nearest-
neighbor (3NN) [7], Gaussian kernel [7], linear support
vector machine (linear SVM) [8], perceptron [9], regular
histogram [7], classification and regression trees (CART)
[10], linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [10], and multiple-
perceptron majority-voting classifier. For linear SVM, we use
the codes from LIBSVM 2.4 [11] with suggested default set-
tings. For the Gaussian kernel, the smoothing factor h is set
to 0.2. For the regular histogram classifier, the cell number
along each dimension is set to 2. For CART, the Gini impu-
rity criterion is used. To improve the performance and pre-
vent overfitting, the tree is not fully grown, and the splitting
stops when there are six samples or fewer in a node, without
further pruning. For the perceptron, the learning rate is set

to 0.1, and the algorithm stops once convergence is achieved
or a maximum iteration time of 100 is reached. The same
settings are used for the multiple-perceptron majority-vote
classifier. All classifiers use the log-ratio of expression lev-
els for classification. Results for three of the classifiers, 3NN,
linear SVM, and LDA, are presented in the paper and re-
sults for the others are given on the complementary web-
site.

The combination of various situations listed in the previ-
ous sections results in a significant number of different con-
ditions to be considered. Altogether we have 3 conditioning
functions, with each function generatingM = 25 experiment
repeats. In each experiment, six ratios are used: true value,
conditioned value, direct ratio, offset normalization, linear
regression, and Lowess regression. True values are the ratios
between G = {v1 j , . . . , vN j} and R = {v′1 j , . . . , v′N j}, which
are the ground truths of expression levels. The conditioned
values are the ratios between conditioned expression levels
R′k and G′k. Direct ratios are the ratios using the channel val-
ues following imaging simulation and before normalization.
Offset normalization, linear regression, and Lowess regres-
sion are the ratios obtained by the respective normalization
methods. Hence we have altogether 450 sets of data, each set
containing 175 samples, with each sample consisting of 2000
gene-expression ratios.

Each classification rule is independently applied to each
of the 450 data sets and we estimate the corresponding clas-
sification error using cross-validation, which is applied in a
nested fashion by holding out some samples, applying fea-
ture selection to arrive at a feature set, classifier, and error,
and then repeating the process in loop. Specifically, we have
the following.

(1) Given a data set, to estimate performance at training
sample size n, each time n samples are randomly drawn from
the 175 samples in the data set. Since the observations are
drawn without replacement, they are actually not indepen-
dent, and therefore a large training sample size would induce
inaccuracy in the error estimation (see [12] for a discussion
of this issue in the context of microarray data). Hence, we
set n = 30 in our study to reduce the impact of observation
correlation.

(2) After eliminating any gene with quality score below
0.3 in any of the n samples, feature selection is conducted on
the n samples composed from the remaining genes. Optimal
feature sets of size 1 to 20 are obtained, except for the regular
histogram classifier, which is from 1 to 10, owing to the expo-
nential increase in the cell numbers with feature size. Three
feature-selection schemes are used.

(a) Sequential floating forward selection (SFFS) [13] with
leave-one-out (LOO) error estimation is used to find the op-
timal feature subsets at various sizes based on the n samples.
Studies have shown the superiority of SFFS for feature selec-
tion [14, 15].

(b) SFFS is used with bolstered resubstitution error esti-
mation [16] instead of LOO error estimation within the SFFS
algorithm. A previous study has demonstrated better perfor-
mance using bolstering within the SFFS algorithm [17].
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(c) The third scheme uses random selection from the 200
true markers (10% differentially expressed genes at fixed lo-
cations). Since we know all the true markers in the 2000
available genes, we can randomly pick genes without replace-
ment from the true markers using the same feature set sizes.
Obviously this is not a practical scheme, but one for compar-
ison only.

(3) For every optimal feature subset obtained in the pre-
vious step, construct the corresponding classifier and test it
on the remaining 175− n samples.

(4) Repeat the steps (1) through (3) a total of 250 times,
and average the obtained error rates and true markers found.
There are three error curves for the three feature selection
schemes, respectively, and there are two curves showing the
numbers of true markers found by the two SFFS-based fea-
ture selection algorithms, respectively.

Lastly, the results of the 450 data sets with the same con-
ditioning function and ratio type are averaged.

5. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS

Selected classification results for Experiments 1, 2, and 3 are
presented in Figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively, for 3NN, lin-
ear SVM, and LDA, with the full classification results being
given on the complementary website www.tgen.org/research/
index.cfm?pageid=644. The figures in the paper provide er-
ror curves relative to the number of features for SFFS using
leave-one-out and SFFS using bolstered resubstitution. Al-
though our concern in this paper is with comparative per-
formance among the normalization methods, we begin with
a few comments regarding general trends.

As expected from a previous study, SFFS with bolster-
ing significantly outperforms SFFS with leave-one-out [13].
In accordance with a different study, owing to uncorrelated
features and the Gaussian-like nature of the label distribu-
tions, LDA, 3NN, and linear SVM do not peak early if fea-
tures are selected properly, even for sample sizes as low as 30
[18]. Hence, we see no peaking for feature size d ≤ 20 for
SFFS with bolstering; however, we do see very early peaking
for LDA when using SFFS with leave-one-out, owing to poor
feature selection on account of leave-one-out. This is in ac-
cord with the early study that shows linear SVM and 3NN
less prone to peaking than LDA with uncorrelated features
[18]. This proneness to peaking for LDA is also visible when
the true markers are selected randomly, which is akin to us-
ing equivalent features when the results are averaged over a
large number of cases. In particular, we see that for the true
values, peaking with normalization is around d = 14, which
is in agreement with a previous study that predicts peaking
at n/2 − 1 for equivalent features [19]. Finally, in regard to
peaking, on the complementary website we see early peaking
for the regular-histogram rule, a rule whose use is certainly
not advisable in this context.

Focusing now on the main issue, the effect of normaliza-
tion, we see a general trend across the classifiers: in the case
of the easy one (Experiment 1), there is very slight improve-
ment using normalization, the particular normalization used

not being consequential; and for the difficult ones (Experi-
ments 2 and 3), there is major improvement using normal-
ization, with linear and Lowess regression being slightly bet-
ter than offset normalization, but not substantially so. As ex-
pected, in all cases, the true values give the best results. The
actual quantitative results we have obtained depend on the
various parametric settings of the classifiers. Certainly some
changes would occur with different selections. Owing to the
consistency of the results across all classifiers studied, we be-
lieve the general trends will hold up for corresponding para-
metric choices; of course, one might find the parametric set-
tings that give different results, but such settings would only
be meaningful were they to result in synthetic data similar to
that experienced in practice.

6. CONCLUSION

The standard normalization methods, offset normalization,
linear regression, and Lowess regression, have been shown
to be beneficial for classification for the conditions and clas-
sifiers considered in this study. Their benefit depends on
the degree of conditioning and the randomness within the
data, which is in agreement with intuition. While linear and
Lowess regressions have performed slightly better than sim-
ple offset normalization in the cases studied, the improve-
ment has not been consequential.

APPENDIX

A. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The appendix discusses estimation of several important pa-
rameters employed in the simulation model. The data set
used to estimate the parameters is provided in the com-
plementary website. It results from 50 prostate cancer sam-
ples whose gene-expression profiles have been obtained using
cDNA microarrays (custom-manufactured by Agilent Tech-
nologies, Palo Alto, Calif). In particular, the parameter for
the exponential distribution of (2) is estimated using the
prostate cancer data set. Using only the Cy5 channel inten-
sity data, β was spread from 1826 to 5023.

The coefficient of variation α of each microarray can be
found by using a set of housekeeping genes that carry min-
imal biological variation between samples, or a set of dupli-
cated spots on the same microarray, which has only assay
variation plus spot-to-spot variation (or printing artifacts).
The latter method typically produces a smaller α than that
from housekeeping gene set, but it may not be available on
every array. The calculation for α is given as follows.

(1) For a given set of housekeeping (HK) genes

(a) get all normalized expression ratios ti, for HK
genes;

(b) calculate α by [20]

α =
√

1
n

n∑

i=1

(
ti − 1

)2
(
t2i + 1

) . (A.1)

file:www.tgen.org/research/index.cfm?pageid=644
file:www.tgen.org/research/index.cfm?pageid=644
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Figure 3: Classification results for Experiment 1.
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Figure 4: Classification results for Experiment 2.
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Figure 5: Classification results for Experiment 3.
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Figure 6: The histogram (binned in log-scale) of deposition gain
(log-ratio greater than 0) or loss (log-ratio less than 0).

(2) For a given set of replicated genes (replicated K times
for each gene)

(a) get all normalized expression ratios ti j for all du-
plicate locations, j = 1, . . . ,K , for gene i;

(b) calculate ratio of ratios ti j = ti j /ti1, for j = 2,
. . . ,K ;

(c) calculate α by

α =
√

1
2n(K − 1)

K∑

j=2

n∑

i=1

(
ti j − 1

)2
(
t2i j + 1

) . (A.2)

Also, α can be estimated from a self-self (homotypic) experi-
ment. It is normally around 0.05 to 0.15. To justify this obser-
vation, we have selected the same 50 aforementioned arrays.
For these, the α of each experiment estimated from duplicate
spots was spread from 0.067 to 0.073.

The deposition gain c is estimated according to the fol-
lowing procedures.

(1) Normalize each reference channel ofN experiments by
mean intensity within each microarray.

(2) Calculate mean intensity of each cDNA location across
N experiments as the estimate of expression level of
each gene.

(3) For each gene, calculate ratios (deposition gain or loss)
by dividing mean intensity of the gene obtained in step
(2). Repeat for every cDNA location.

(4) Pool all deposition gain ratios from genes and posi-
tions together. The histogram of all deposition gain ra-
tios from the 50 microarray experiments is shown in
Figure 6.

(5) To avoid some inaccurate intensity measurements that
may still remain in the data set after measurement
quality filtering, we estimate the 1-percentile sample
and 99-percentile sample from the deposition gain ra-
tios, τ1% and τ99%. Estimate the range of deposition
gain c by

c = max

{
1
τ1%

, τ99%

}

. (A.3)

For the set of 50 experiments employed, we have c = 2.28.
It is based on this value, we set c for our experiments. The
labelling gain h is determined in a similar fashion.
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